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T
he whole mantle model was established in 1990s on the basis of 
seismic observations of subducted slabs in the lower mantle1–3 
and was supported by whole mantle convection models that 

reproduce the general seismic slab structure in the lower mantle4–6 
and the long-wavelength geoid4,7,8. However, recent seismic obser-
vations of ubiquitous slab stagnation in the transition zone in many 
subduction zones9–13 (Fig. 1a–c, Fig. 2a,b, Supplementary Figs. 1 and 
2 and Supplementary discussion) have presented new challenges to 
the whole mantle model. The best example of stagnant slabs in the 
transition zone is in the northern Honshu subduction zone, where 
the slab extends horizontally for > 1,500 km beneath East Asia  
(Fig. 2a). These stagnant slabs are suggested to be responsible for tec-
tonism and volcanism in overriding continental regions (for example, 
in Northeast China)13,14. Some studies also suggested stagnant slabs 
at ~1,000 km depth12, but there seems to be less agreement about the 
depth extent of these lower mantle slabs among different studies15 
(Supplementary Fig. 1 and 2 and Supplementary discussion).

The cause of stagnant slabs in the transition zone has been exten-
sively studied15–18, but large uncertainties remain. Previous mantle 
convection studies suggest that the endothermic spinel–post-spinel 
phase change19–21, trench retreat16–18,22,23, the viscosity increase with 
depth24,25, slab viscosity26–28 and non-equilibrium pyroxene garnet 
transition29 may have significant effects on slab dynamics at around 
670 km depth. However, because these studies were conducted in 
two-dimensional (2D) models, it is difficult to apply them to inter-
pret seismic slab structures. Another significant challenge comes 
from recently reported Clapeyron slopes of − 0.4 to − 2.5 MPa K−1 
for the phase change from mineral physics30–32 and seismic studies11  
that are significantly smaller than that suggested for producing 
stagnant slabs in many 2D convection models16,17,23, although some 
other studies reported smaller threshold Clapeyron slopes18.

Mantle convection model set-up
We have formulated 3D spherical models of mantle convection 
with plate motion and trench retreat history33, depth- and temper-
ature-dependent viscosity, and the spinel–post-spinel phase change  

(see Methods) with the goal of understanding the origin of stag-
nant slabs and other slab structures. In this study, we only consider 
the phase change at 670 km depth from spinel to post-spinel phases 
(Supplementary Table 1). We use plate motion history33 as a time-
dependent surface velocity boundary condition, whereas the core–
mantle boundary (CMB) is free-slip. The models are computed for 
the past 130 million years (Myr) (see Methods). The surface tem-
perature is prescribed as a constant 0, whereas the CMB is ther-
mally insulating. The insulating CMB prohibits the formation of 
upwelling plumes, to allow our models to concentrate on the evolu-
tion of subducted slabs. Given that subducted slabs are much more 
important energy transfer agents than upwelling plumes in the top 
2,000 km of the mantle34, the exclusion of mantle upwelling plumes 
in our models is justified. The initial mantle non-dimensional tem-
perature below the lithosphere is 0.52 (or 1,300 °C) (that is, from 
150 km depth to the CMB), whereas the initial lithospheric temper-
ature is calculated from a cooling plate model35 using oceanic crust 
ages at 130 Myr ago36 (Ma) (see Methods). Our models are similar  
to previous studies6,37,38 except that we include the phase change, 
insulating CMB or different plate motion models.

Our models use a temperature- and depth-dependent viscosity 
(Methods). The viscosity pre-factor for depths ranging from 150 km 
to 670 km is reduced by a factor of 100 to produce a relatively strong 
lithosphere and lower mantle7,8. Some cases also consider a thin, 
weak layer below the spinel–post-spinel phase boundary to simulate 
the rheological effects of the phase change due to grain-size reduc-
tion and superplasticity39,40 that has been shown to be consistent 
with the geoid models8. The activation energy is chosen such that 
the viscosity varies by four orders of magnitude for temperatures 
ranging from 0 to 1.

With the prescribed plate motions as boundary conditions, 
trench motions in our models are not dynamically determined, dif-
fering from fully dynamic models that by employing either faulted 
plate boundary16 or highly nonlinear rheology18,23,25,41–43 produce 
dynamic trench and plate motions. The prescribed trench motions 
may affect slab interaction with the transition zone, compared with 
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fully dynamic trench motions. However, given the uncertainty and 
complexity of lithospheric rheology44,45, it is difficult for currently 
available fully dynamic models to reproduce the observed trench 
and plate motion history that is needed to interpret seismic slab 
structures. Furthermore, the lower mantle viscosity in our models 
is ~2.5 ×  1022 Pa s (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 3b), similar to 
that inferred from the post-glacial rebound studies8, suggesting that 
the imposed plate motions are compatible with the Rayleigh num-
ber in our models.

Slab structures from conventional convection models
We first present Case 1, which does not have any phase change 
(Supplementary Table 1). Case 1 shows that after 130 Myr of model 
integration to the present day, the slabs in most subduction zones 
(for example, Japan, Tethys and the Americas) penetrate through 
the 670 km depth into the lower mantle to the CMB (Figs. 1d–f, 
2e–h, and Supplementary Fig. 4e–h and 5b). However, in the Bonin-
Mariana subduction zone, the slabs are deflected horizontally in the 
transition zone and also show double-slab structure (Figs. 1d, 2f),  
whereas Tonga slabs are mostly limited above ~1,500 km depth 
(Supplementary Fig. 4e). These slab structures result from unique 
characteristics of plate motion history, including substantial trench 
retreat for the past 50 Myr at the Mariana (Fig. 3a) and relatively 
short duration of subduction at the Tonga subduction zone. In the 
northern Honshu subduction zone, the slab has a shallow dip angle 
but does not show slab stagnation in the transition zone (Fig. 2e). The 
Honshu slab ends at ~1,000 km depth with a significant gap from the 
lower mantle slabs that may result from slab detachment associated 
with the subduction of young lithosphere around 55 Ma (Fig. 3b).

Compared with seismic structure (Figs. 1a–f, 2a–h, 
Supplementary Figs. 4a–h and 5a,b), the largest difference occurs in 
the transition zone where Case 1 fails to reproduce stagnant slabs in 
the Honshu, Tonga and Calabria (the southern Europe) subduction 
zones. The lower mantle slabs, on the other hand, are generally con-
sistent with the seismic model, including the Farallon and Tethys 
slabs, and slabs in eastern Asia, Central and South America, but sig-
nificant differences exist for small-scale features. The model Farallon 
slab appears significantly more westward than in the seismic model, 
a feature that is also evident in previous models46 and may require 
more sophisticated modelling of lithosphere–mantle coupling47. It 
should be pointed out that the slabs from Case 1 should be similar 
to those in previous models37,38, although those models focused on 
long-wavelength mantle structure or mantle plumes.

Cases 2 and 3 include the spinel–post-spinel phase change with 
Clapeyron slopes γ of − 2 MPa K−1 and − 3.5 MPa K−1, respectively, 
but are otherwise identical to Case 1. Case 2 displays very simi-
lar slab structures to Case 1 with no significant slab stagnation in 
the transition zone (Supplementary Fig. 6), whereas Case 3 with a 
large γ (− 3.5 MPa K−1) shows widespread slab stagnations in the 
southern Pacific and southern Europe, where the slabs are largely 
stopped in the transition zone and are absent in the lower mantle 
(Fig. 1g–i and Supplementary Figs. 4i, 4k, 5c). The widespread 
stagnant slabs in the transition zone found in the southern Pacific 
at the present day in Case 3 result from horizontal spreading of 
subducted slabs associated with the subduction of the Catequil 
plate under Antarctica from 120 to 100 Ma33 (Supplementary 
Fig. 7a–d), but are inconsistent with the seismic models (Fig. 1a). 
However, the slab structures in both the upper and lower mantle 
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Fig. 1 | Map view of seismic anomalies and present-day model temperature anomalies. a–c, Shear-wave velocity (Vs) anomalies at 600, 1,000 

and 1,500 km depths from seismic model SEMUCB_WM110, respectively (only showing positive anomalies to highlight the slabs). d–l, Present-day 

dimensionless temperature anomalies at the three depths for Cases 1 (d–f), 3 (g–i) and 4 (j–l), respectively. Temperature anomalies δ T =  T −  Tave(r), where 

Tave(r) is the horizontally averaged temperature at radius r. In j–l, SP represents superplasticity. In each figure, the four red lines represent cross-sections for 

the northern Honshu, northern Mariana, North America and Central America subduction zones that were used in ref. 12.
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from Case 3 are remarkably similar to those in Cases 1 and 2 in 
eastern Asia, the western Pacific, western Java, the Americas and 
Tethys subduction zones (Figs. 1, 2e–l, Supplementary Figs. 4e–l 
and 6), although Cases 1–3 use very different values of γ. In eastern 
Asia (including the Honshu), the slabs from Case 3 show moderate 
stagnation in the transition zone but much less than that found in  
the seismic models (Fig. 2a,i). In the Americas, the large γ in Case 3 
does not lead to any slab stagnation in the transition zone (Fig. 2k,l 
and Supplementary Fig. 4j).

Cases 1–3 demonstrate that although the main seismic structures 
of lower mantle slabs in the Americas, eastern Asia and Tethys can 
be reproduced in convection models with plate motion history4–6, 
the stagnant slabs in the transition zone, especially in the Japanese 
subduction zone, represent a challenge for these convection models 
even with an unrealistically large γ of − 3.5 MPa K−1 (as in Case 3). 
Case 3 also suggests that the effect of the phase change on slab struc-
ture is not the same for all subduction zones, and demonstrates the 
necessity of formulating 3D global convection models with realistic 
plate motion histories (such as that used in this study) to interpret 
the seismic observations.

controls on slab stagnation in the transition zone
Case 4 employs a smaller but realistic value of γ (− 2 MPa K−1) and 
a thin weak layer at the base of the transition zone as suggested 
by other geophysical investigations8,39,40. The weak layer promotes 
the formation of stagnant slabs in the transition zone, thus help-
ing to explain the seismic slab structures, especially in the Northern 
Honshu and Calabria subduction zones (Figs. 1j,2m, Supplementary 
Fig. 4o). For the northern Honshu subduction zone, because the 
weak layer reduces resistance to horizontal spreading of slabs above 
the phase-change boundary, the deflected slab in the transition zone 
extends much further westwards under the northeast China, simi-
lar to the seismic models (Fig. 2a,m). However, the weak layer does 
not prevent the Antarctica-Catequil slabs from going into the lower 
mantle, thus agreeing with the seismic models—unlike Case 3 with 
γ =  − 3.5 MPa K−1 (Fig. 1, Supplementary Figs. 5 and 7). Stagnant 
slabs in the transition zone in the Bonin-Mariana, Tonga, Calabria 
and Western Java subduction zones are also largely reproduced in 
Case 4 (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 4). The model slabs descend 
to the lower mantle, and even the CMB in the Honshu and Americas 
subduction zones, similar to Cases 1 and 2 and the seismic models. 
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Fig. 2 | cross-sectional view of seismic anomalies and present-day model temperature anomalies for subduction zones. The four rows are for the 
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The Tonga, Calabria and Western Java slabs, although deflected in 
the transition zone, also descend into the lower mantle in agreement 
with the seismic models (Supplementary Fig. 2 and 4).

A comparison of slab evolution with surface plate motion his-
tory suggests that trench retreat exerts a significant control on 
slab deflection above 670 km depth, consistent with previous stud-
ies15–18,22,23. The ~1,500-km-long horizontally deflected slab in the 
transition zone of the Northern Honshu subduction zone in Case 4 
has developed only in the past 20 Myr (Fig. 4d–f and Supplementary 
Fig. 7h) during the opening of Japan Sea, when the trench retreated 
at a rate of approximately 1.5 cm yr−1(Fig. 3a)48. The Japanese trench 
had periods of trench advance and retreat over the past 120 Myr 
(Fig. 3a). At around 112 Ma, shortly after the model was initiated, 
the slab was deflected in the transition zone (Fig. 4a) due to the 
initial stage of trench retreat. By around 69 Ma, with the trench hav-
ing moved back and forth, the slab descended into the lower mantle 
with no stagnant slab in the transition zone (Fig. 4b). Following a 
period of trench retreat from 60 to 40 Ma, the slab seems to accu-
mulate in the transition zone again (Fig. 4c). The Farallon slab 
has experienced a similar structure evolution in relation to trench 
motion. During trench retreat from 130 to 20 Ma following the 
opening of Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 3a), the Farallon slab is trapped in 
the transition zone for approximately 30–40 Myr (Fig. 4g,h) before it 
descended into the lower mantle (Fig. 4i). As the trench retreat con-
tinued, the upper mantle slab accumulated in the transition zone, 
while the lower mantle slab continued its descent (Fig. 4j,k). With 
no steady trench retreat for the past 20 Myr, the slab readily entered 
the lower mantle (Fig. 4l).

It should be noted that when trench retreat is rapid as in the 
Mariana for the past 50 Myr (Fig. 3a), slab stagnation may occur in 
the transition zone above the high-viscosity lower mantle without 
the phase change, as in Case 1 (Fig. 2f). Whereas young, and hence 
warm, subducting lithosphere leads to a thin slab in the upper 
mantle, the effect of lithospheric age on slab stagnation is not as 
obvious (Figs. 3b and 4). The stagnant slabs seen at present for the 
Northern Mariana and Honshu subduction zones and at 90 Ma 
for the Farallon subduction zone in Case 4 are all associated with 
relatively old subducting lithosphere (Fig. 3b), consistent with that 
from the 2D fully dynamic models18,23. However, the horizontally 
deflected Farallon slab at ~40 Ma in Case 4 is also associated with 
relatively young lithosphere. This may reflect the effect of 3D man-
tle flow or a possible limitation of the prescribed trench motions 
in our models.

Eight additional models were computed to examine the effects 
of the weak layer, γ, Rayleigh number Ra and radial viscosity con-
trast. Compared with Case 4, the weak layer in Case 5 is ten times 
stronger (that is, the weak layer and transition zone have the same 
viscosity), whereas the weak layer in Case 6 is three times weaker 
(Supplementary Table 2). The stagnant slab in the Honshu is 
shorter for Case 5 with its stronger weak layer, as expected (Fig. 2m, 
Supplementary Fig. 8a,d). However, it appears that the weak layer 
in Case 4 with a viscosity that is ten times smaller than the transi-
tion zone is optimal in reproducing stagnant slabs in the Honshu, 
Mariana and Calabria (Fig. 2m,n, and Supplementary Figs. 4o and 
8a–f). Cases 7 and 8 with γ =  − 1.7 MPa K−1 show similar results to 
those in cases with γ =  − 2.0 MPa K−1 (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Ra and viscosity contrast affect flow velocity and convective 
vigour, and hence the distance that slabs can travel over a given time 
period. Cases 9 and 10 differ from Case 4 only in Ra, whereas Cases 
11 and 12 differ from Case 4 by having different viscosity contrasts 
between the upper and lower mantles (Supplementary Table 2). 
Seismic slab structures in the northern Honshu, North America, 
Tonga and Calabria subduction zones are better explained in mod-
els with an averaged lower mantle viscosity of < 5 ×  1022 Pa s (that is, 
Ra >  2 ×  107, Supplementary Fig. 9) and a viscosity increase from the 
upper to lower mantles that is ~100 times (Supplementary Fig. 10) 
as in Case 4. A smaller Ra (that is, a larger mantle viscosity) leads 
to a slower slab motion. Therefore, for Case 9 with Ra =  2 ×  107, the 
stagnant slab in the Honshu is significantly shorter, and the Farallon 
and Calabria slabs do not sink as deep (Supplementary Fig. 9a–c) as 
in Case 4, with Ra =  5 ×  107. There is also significantly less stagnant 
slab in the Java (Supplementary Fig. 9d). Case 10 has a larger Ra of 
108, and slabs move faster and are thinner in general. However, com-
pared with Case 4, the stagnant slabs in the Calabria and Java are 
significantly reduced (Supplementary Fig. 9g and 9h), which may 
be inconsistent with the seismic models. For Case 11, with a smaller 
viscosity contrast (β =  30) than Case 4, the stagnant slabs in the tran-
sition zone are much shorter (Supplementary Fig. 10a–d), and are 
inconsistent with the seismic models. For Case 12, with β =  300, the 
stagnant slabs spread more in the transition zone (Supplementary 
Fig. 10e–h), and at the Tonga subduction zone, the slab even spreads 
to the east side of the trench, which seems to be inconsistent with 
the seismic model. At Calabria, Cases 11 and 12 both show little slab 
stagnation in the transition zone. Finally, Case 4HR, which is identi-
cal to Case 4 except for a significantly higher resolution, shows that 
our results are adequately resolved (Supplementary Fig. 11).
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conclusions and implications for mantle dynamics
Our global mantle convection models with a realistic spinel–post-
spinel phase change and plate motion history successfully explain 
the stagnant slabs in the transition zone and other slab structures 
in the lower mantle that are observed in seismic tomography stud-
ies. Our models demonstrate that the slabs interact with the phase 
change differently at different subduction zones, depending on 
3D mantle flow and plate and trench motion histories, suggesting 
the necessity of formulating 3D global models with realistic plate 
motion histories to interpret seismic observations. Although a layer 
of reduced viscosity at the spinel–post-spinel phase change has been 
suggested previously based on mineral physics and geoid model-
ling8,39,40, our modelling shows that this weak layer is key to produc-
ing stagnant slabs in the transition zone and other slab structures in 
the lower mantle—especially the large horizontal extent of stagnant 
slabs in the western Pacific. Consistent with previous studies15–18,22,23, 
our models show that trench retreat plays an important role in  

causing slab stagnation in the transition zone. Our models indi-
cate that stagnant slabs in the western Pacific subduction zones, 
including the Honshu and Mariana, have largely formed in the past 
20–30 Myr. Our models also reveal the prevalent change in slab 
morphology between stagnation in the transition zone and penetra-
tion into the lower mantle on timescales of tens of millions of years, 
suggesting a transient nature of slab stagnation15,16,49.
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Fig. 4 | cross-sectional view of the structure and flow velocity evolution for the northern Honshu and North america slabs from case 4. a–f, Northern 

Honshu slab structure at 112.8, 68.7, 36.9, 14.2, 7.0 and 0 Ma, respectively. g–l, North America (Farallon) slab structure at 112.8, 97.1, 68.7, 51.4, 36.9 and 

0 Ma, respectively. The arrows in each plot represent flow velocities that are parallel to the cross-sectional plane. The coloured scale bar for temperature 

anomaly is the same as that in Fig. 2.
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Methods
Governing equations for thermal convection with phase changes. Our models 
of mantle convection are formulated in a 3D spherical shell geometry with the 
Boussinesq approximation and an infinitely large Prandtl number. The models 
include depth- and temperature-dependent viscosity, and the spinel–post-spinel 
phase change at 670 km depth. The governing equations are the conservation 
equations of the mass, momentum and energy, and the non-dimensional  
equations are19,26,50:

∇ ⋅ =u 0 (1)
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where u is velocity vector, P is the dynamic pressure, η is the viscosity, ε ̇is the strain 
rate tensor, T is temperature, Γk is a phase change function for the kth phase change 
if multiple changes exist in the model, ̂er is the unit vector in radial direction, t is 
the time and H is the internal heat generation rate. Ra and Rbk in equation (2) are 
the thermal Rayleigh number and phase-change Rayleigh number for the kth phase 
change, which are defined as:
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where ρ is the mantle reference density, g is the gravitational acceleration, α is the 
thermal expansivity at the surface, Δ T is the reference temperature difference 
between the surface and CMB, κ is the thermal diffusivity at the surface, η0 is the 
reference viscosity, Δ ρk is the density jump for the kth phase change and R is the 
Earth’s radius.

Mantle phase change and viscosity formulations. A phase-change function 
formulation is used here to represent phase changes as in earlier studies19,26. Γk is 
defined in dimensionless form as
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where δ is the phase change width that measures the depth segment of phase 
change, and πk is the dimensionless ‘excess pressure’ as

γπ = − − −d d T T( ), (7)k k k k

where d is the depth, dk and Tk are the reference depth and temperature of phase 
change k, and γk is the Clapeyron slope. The Clapeyron slope is normalized by  
ρgR/Δ T.

In this study, we consider only the phase change at 670 km depth from the 
spinel to post-spinel phases (Supplementary Table 1). When Γ is smaller than 0.5, 
the spinel phase viscosity is applied even if it is below 670 km depth. When Γ is 
larger than 0.5, the post-spinel phase viscosity is applied. Previous geodynamic 
studies have demonstrated that the phase change dynamics is mainly controlled 
by γ and the density change of a phase change, whereas other phase change 
parameters are less important19–21,26. Experimental studies initially determined  
that γ for the spinel–post-spinel phase change was about − 3.0 MPa K−1, but  
more recent studies reported a much smaller magnitude of γ from − 0.4 MPa K−1  
to − 2.0 MPa K−1 (see refs 30–32). We consider different values of γ from 0 to  
− 3.5 MPa K−1 in our models.

Mantle viscosity in our models is both depth- and temperature-dependent and 
the non-dimensional form is

η η= . −T r r E T( , ) ( )exp[ (0 5 )] (8)r

where ηr(r) is the depth-dependent pre-factor and E is the non-dimensional 
activation energy. In our models, ηr(r) is set such that a viscosity increase with 
depth by a factor of β occurs at the 670 km depth with β equal to 30, 100 and 300, 
which is broadly consistent with the geoid studies7,8,51,52. The lower mantle ηr(r) is 2. 
Our models consider E =  9.21 (or 191 KJ mol−1, using parameters in Supplementary 
Table 1). Note that the dimensional viscosity depends on reference viscosity η0 and 
hence Ra. Most of our models use Ra =  5 ×  107 (Supplementary Table 1), which 

corresponds to a lower mantle viscosity of ~2.5 ×  1022 Pa s (Supplementary Fig. 3b)— 
this values is generally consistent with post-glacial rebound studies8.

For some cases, motivated by mineral physics and geoid modelling studies that 
suggest a significant viscosity reduction associated with the phase change8,39,40, we 
also include a weak layer below the phase change boundary. This is defined using 
Γ. When Γ < 0.5, the mantle viscosity is the same as that in the transition zone. 
However, for 0.5 <  Γ < 0.99, the mantle is considered to be in a superplastic post-
spinel phase, and its viscosity pre-factor is reduced to either the same as, or smaller 
than, that in the transition zone (Supplementary Table 2). The effective thickness 
of the viscosity reduction due to this weak layer is ~60 km depth. For Γ > 0.99, the 
normal post-spinel phase viscosity is applied. The resulting viscosity structure 
(Supplementary Fig. 3b) is similar to that in some geoid modelling studies8.

Boundary and initial conditions and model resolution. We use a plate motion 
history model33 as the time-dependent surface velocity boundary condition, while 
the CMB is free-slip. The models are computed for the past 130 Myr, because the 
slab structures are mainly controlled by plate motion history for approximately the 
past 130 Myr6. The plate motion history model provides realistic trench motions 
that may have important controls for slab structures15–18,22,23. The model of plate 
motion history put forward by Seton and colleagues33 represents a synthesis 
of many previous plate motion reconstructions. The plate motion model has 
a different level of uncertainty for different time periods due to observational 
constraints, such that the plate motion model has a larger uncertainty for the more 
distant past. In general, plate motion history for the Cenozoic (the past 66 Myr) is 
well constrained5,33. As we have shown, the present-day slab structures, especially 
the stagnant slabs, are most sensitive to the Cenozoic plate motions (or more 
precisely, the past 20–30 Myr). Therefore, we judge that the plate motion history 
model33 used here is adequate for our studies, although it would be desirable to test 
the effects of different plate motion history models.

The surface temperature is prescribed as a constant 0, whereas the CMB 
has a thermally insulating boundary condition. The insulating CMB prevents 
thermal upwelling plumes from being generated, so our models can focus on the 
evolution of subducted slabs. The initial mantle temperature below the lithosphere 
(that is, below the 150 km depth) is 0.52 (or 1,300 °C) everywhere including the 
CMB (that is, no bottom thermal boundary layer). The initial temperature in 
oceanic lithosphere is calculated from a plate model35 based on lithospheric ages 
at 130 Ma36. The initial non-dimensional temperature for continental lithosphere 
increases linearly from 0 at the surface to 0.52 (that is, the mantle interior 
temperature) at 150 km depth (Supplementary Fig. 3a shows horizontally averaged 
temperature versus depth for the present day, which is similar to the initial 
temperature).

Governing equations (1)–(3) with the initial and boundary conditions are 
solved using CitcomS50,53 on parallel computers Yellowstone and Cheyenne 
operated by NCAR. For most cases, we use a mesh with 12 ×  128 ×  128 ×  80 grids 
and employ grid refinements near surface and phase transition depths in radial 
direction. With this grid, the models have a horizontal resolution of ~50 km 
at the surface and ~30 km near the CMB. For Case 4HR, we use a mesh with 
12 ×  256 ×  256 ×  104 which gives horizontal resolutions of approximately 25 km and 
15 km at the surface and CMB, respectively.

Quantifying trench motion. We quantify time-dependent trench motions at 
different subduction zones using the following scheme. We first calculate the 
divergence of the surface velocity field at different time points to determine plate 
convergent/divergent boundaries54. At a given time point along the cross-section 
of each subduction zone, we determine the location of the maximum amplitude 
of the divergence and assign this location to be the trench location. From this 
time-dependent trench location, we then calculate the averaged trench location 
over a 3 Myr time window. We can calculate the trench motion based on the time-
smoothed trench location at each subduction zone. The results for the northern 
Honshu, northern Mariana and North America subduction zones are given in 
Fig. 3a. Note that the Mariana trench did not exist until ~50 Ma, so its trench 
motion is computed for the past 50 Myr. Another scheme to determine the trench 
motion could be devised directly from the plate motion model, but we find that 
by working with a scalar (that is, divergence) this post-processing procedure is 
efficient. We also determine the age of subducting lithosphere at the trench for 
different subduction zones (Fig. 3b) using Gplates (www.gplates.org) and age data 
from ref. 36.

Code availability. The mantle convection code CitcomS is available at  
www.geodynamics.org/cig/software/citcoms/. The GMT code used to make the 
figures is available at www.soest.hawaii.edu/gmt/.

Data availability
All of the materials of this study are available on request from the corresponding 
authors. The S-wave tomography model S40RTS of ref. 9 is available at  
http://jritsema.earth.lsa.umich.edu//Research.html. The S-wave tomography 
model SEMUCB_WM1 of ref. 10 is available at http://seismo.berkeley.edu/wiki_br/
Main_Page. The P-wave tomography model GAP_P4 of ref. 12 is available at  
www.godac.jamstec.go.jp/catalog/data_catalog/metadataDisp/GAP_P4?lang= en.  
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The temperature anomalies for Case 4 at present day and the related data are 
available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6916256.v1.
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Supplementary discussion. Slab structures from three different seismic 

models 
 
We compare slab structures (i.e., seismically fast anomalies) from three seismic 
tomography models: P-wave velocity model GAP_P412, S-wave velocity models 
SEMUCB_WM110 and S40RTS9. The general slab structures are remarkably similar for 
these three seismic models, although important differences exist especially around 670 km 
depth (Supplementary Fig. S1 and S2). The common features from three models include: 
1) slabs penetrate into the lower mantle in Americas, Tethys, eastern Asia, Tonga and 
western Java, and some of them even reach CMB, as shown in most previous seismic 
tomography models1-3; 2) horizontally deflected slabs near the 670 km depth in the northern 
Honshu, northern Mariana, Tonga, Calabria, northern Chile, and western Java subduction 
zones. 
 
However, the depths at which some slabs reach may differ among these three seismic 
models. For example, in the northern Mariana cross-section, slabs from model GAP_P4 
penetrate through 670 km depth and just reach above ~1000 km depth at the eastern side 
of the profile (Supplementary Fig. 2r), but models SEMUCB_WM1 and S40RTS do not 
show significant slab penetration below the 670 km depth (Supplementary Fig. 2b and 2j). 
In the Tonga subduction zone, slabs from models SEMUCB_WM1 and S40RTS are 
bottomed at ~1000 km depth (Supplementary Fig. 2e and 2m), but model GAP_P4 shows 
significant slabs below 1000 km depth (Supplementary Fig. 2u). In the northern Chile, 
although slabs from model GAP_P4 are stagnant above 670 km depth (Supplementary Fig. 
2v), slabs from model SEMUCB_WM1 are stagnant above 1000 km depth (Supplementary 
Fig. 2f) and slabs from S40RTS seep through 1000 km depth into the deep lower mantle 
(Supplementary Fig. 2n). In Calabria, while the slabs from GAP_P4 appear to flatten 
mainly at ~670 km depth (Supplementary Fig. 2w), the slabs from SEMUCB_WM1 and 
S40RTS clearly seep through the 670 km depth to below 1200 km depth (Supplementary 
Fig. 2g and 2o). The differences in the depths that the slabs reach from these three models 
suggest that caution should be exercised in interpreting slab stagnation at 1000 km depth12, 
as also suggested in ref 15. Thus, in this study we mainly focus on the common slab features 
shown by all these seismic tomography models.  
 

 
  



 
Supplementary Figure 1: Map view of three different seismic tomography models. The 
four rows are for 600 km, 1000 km, 1500 km and 2500 km depth, respectively, and only 
seismically fast anomalies are displayed to highlight slab structures. Panels a-d and e-h are 
for S-wave velocity anomalies from seismic model SEMUCB_WM110 and S40RTS9, 
respectively. Panels i-l are for P-wave velocity anomalies from seismic model GAP_P412. 
In each figure, the eight red lines represent eight cross sections used in Supplementary 
Figure 2 (CAL for Calabria, JAV for western Java, HON for northern Honshu, MAR for 
northern Mariana, TON for Tonga, NAM for North America, CAM for Central America, 
and CHI for northern Chile). Note that except for Calabria and North America, the other 
cross sections are identical to that used in ref. 12. The general slab structures are remarkably 
similar for these three seismic models, although important differences exist especially in 
the transition zone (i.e., 600 km depth maps), which is discussed in more details in 
Supplementary discussion. 
  



 
       

  



 
 
Supplementary Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of three different seismic tomography 
models. The eight rows are for the northern Honshu, northern Mariana, Central America, 
North America, Tonga, northern Chile, Calabria and western Java, respectively. Panels a-
h (the first column) and i-p (the second column) are for S-wave velocity anomalies from 
seismic model SEMUCB_WM110 and S40RTS9, respectively. Panels q-x (the third column) 
are for P-wave velocity anomalies from seismic model GAP_P412. See Supplementary 
discussion on comparison of seismic models.  
  



 
 
Supplementary Figure 3: Present-day model horizontal averaged parameter values. 
a-c are the dimensionless horizontally averaged temperature, the dimensional horizontally 
averaged viscosity and the dimensionless horizontally averaged root-mean-square radial 
velocity Vr_rms for Case 1 (dashed curve), Case 3 (dotted curve) and Case 4 (solid curve), 
respectively. Both the horizontally averaged temperature and Vr_rms decrease significantly 
in the transition zone for Cases 3 and 4 due to slab stagnation, but not for Case 1 with no 
phase transition. 
  



 
Supplementary Figure 4: Cross-sectional view of seismic anomalies and present-day 
model temperature anomalies for different subduction zones for Cases 1, 3 and 4 
(additional to those profiles in Fig. 2). Note that for the Central America and Northern 
Chile, seismic models S40RTS9 and GAP_P412 show more clearly continuous slab 
structures throughout the mantle (Supplementary Fig. 2k, 2s, 2n, and 2v) that agree better 
with the convection models (Fig. 2). The four rows are at for Tonga, northern Chile, 
Calabria and western Java subduction zones, respectively. Panels a-d are for S-wave 
velocity anomalies at these four subduction zones from model SEMUCB_WM110. Panels 
e-h, i-l and m-p are model dimensionless temperature anomalies for these four subduction 
zones for Cases 1, 3 and 4, respectively. Our best fit model, Case 4, also reproduces the 
confined slab above 1000 km depth at Tonga. Case 4 also reproduces the slab stagnation in 
the transition zone and lower mantle slabs at Calabria and western Java as seen in the 
seismic models. At northern Chile, all of our models produce slabs that directly extend to 
the CMB with no stagnant slabs in the transition zone. While the model slab structure at 
northern Chile differs from that in SEMUCB-WM1, it seems that seismic models also 
differ significantly among themselves here (Supplementary Fig. 2f, 2n, and 2v) with 



S40RTS and GAP_P4 both showing prominent slab structure in the lower mantle, similar 
to the convection models.  
  



 
 
Supplementary Figure 5: Map view of seismic anomalies and present-day model 
temperature anomalies at 2500 km depth. Panel a is for the seismic model 
SEMUCB_WM1, and panels b-d are for Cases 1, 3 and 4, respectively. The general slab 
structures at 2500 km depth are similar for the seismic model and Cases 1 and 4, but Case 
3 with a large amplitude of Clapeyron slope (-3.5 MPa/K) does not have any slabs in the 
lower mantle including at 2500 km depth beneath Antarctica and the southern Pacific. Note 
that similar comparisons for SEMUCB_WM1, and Cases 1, 3 and 4 at other depths (600 
km, 1000 km, and 1500 km) can be found in Fig. 1.   



 
 
Supplementary Figure 6: Map and cross-sectional view of present-day model 
temperature anomalies of Case 2. Panels a-c are model dimensionless temperature 
anomalies for Case 2 at 600, 1000 and 1500 km depth, respectively. Panels d-k are model 
dimensionless temperature anomalies for Case 2 at the eight subduction zones. The results 
of Case 2 with Clapeyron slope of -2.0 MPa/K are generally similar to that of Case 1 
without the phase change (Fig. 1d-1f, Fig. 2e-h and Supplementary Fig. 4e-h).  
  



 
Supplementary Figure 7: Map view of model temperature anomalies of Cases 3 and 4 
at 600 km depth and at different times. Panels a-d are model dimensionless temperature 
anomalies at 600 km depth for Case 3 at 112.8, 82.6, 38.8 and 21.1 Ma, respectively. Panels 
e-h are model temperature anomalies at 600 km depth for Case 4 at 112.8, 83.6, 36.9 and 
21.1 Ma, respectively. Note that the corresponding present-day temperature anomalies for 
Cases 3 and 4 can be seen in Figures 1g and 1j, respectively. We would like to make two 
remarks. 1) The present-day model stagnant slabs in the southern Pacific and Antarctica 
from Case 3 (Fig. 1g) result from subduction between 120-100 Ma near Antarctica, but 
have never made to the lower mantle (Fig. 1h-1i, Supplementary Figure 5c, 7a-d). 2) 
Significant present-day stagnant slabs in Japan and Mariana subduction zones in Case 4 
came from subduction in the last 20 Myr (Fig. 1j and Supplementary Figure 7h).        



       
 

Supplementary Figure 8: Cross-sectional view of present-day model temperature 
anomalies of different weak layer viscosity models. Panels a-c, d-f, g-i and j-l are model 
dimensionless temperature anomalies for Cases 5, 6, 7 and 8 (Supplementary Table 2) at 
the northern Honshu, northern Mariana and Calabria, respectively. These three subduction 
zones are shown, because they provide the best comparison among these four cases and 
Case 4. Case 5 produces slabs that are similar to Case 2 that does not have any weak layer 
(Supplementary Fig. 6). Case 6 produces a longer stagnant slab in the northern Honshu 
(panel d) than Case 4 (Fig. 2m), but less stagnant slabs are produced in the Mariana and 



Calabria (panels e and f) than in Case 4 (Fig. 2n and Supplementary Fig. 4o). Case 7 with 
-1.7 MPa/K produces slab structures that are quite similar to those in Case 4 with -2 
MPa/K, except that the stagnant slab in the Honshu is slightly shorter (panel g). For Case 
8 with further reduced viscosity in the weak layer, the stagnant slab in the Honshu is longer 
than Case 7 (panels j and g), although the stagnant slabs in other subduction zones are 
reduced (panel l). These cases suggest that our slab structure results for Case 4 are generally 
applicable to Clapeyron slopes between -2.0 and -1.7 MPa/K, and that the weak layer below 
the phase change needs to be ~10 weaker than the transition zone to be effective.  
  



       
 
Supplementary Figure 9: Cross-sectional view of present-day model temperature 
anomalies of different Ra models. Panels a-d and e-h are model dimensionless 
temperature anomalies for Cases 9 (Ra=2×107) and 10 (Ra=108) at the northern Honshu, 
North America, Calabria and western Java, respectively. These four subduction zones are 
shown, because they provide the best comparison among these cases and Case 4.  
  



 
 
Supplementary Figure 10: Cross-sectional view of present-day model temperature 
anomalies from models with different viscosity contrast β between the upper and 
lower mantles. Panels a-d and e-h are model dimensionless temperature anomalies for 
Cases 11 (β=30) and 12 (β=300) at the northern Honshu, northern Mariana, Tonga and 
western Java, respectively. These four subduction zones are shown, because they provide 
the best comparison among these cases and Case 4. Note that we vary β by only changing 
the upper mantle viscosity while keeping the lower mantle viscosity the same. 
 

 

  



 
 
Supplementary Figure 11: Map and cross-sectional view of present-day model 
temperature anomalies of Case 4HR. Panels a-c are model dimensionless temperature 
anomalies at 600, 1000 and 1500 km depth, respectively. Panels d-k are model 
dimensionless temperature anomalies at the eight subduction zones. Case 4HR is identical 
to Case 4 except that the grid resolution is increased from 12×128×128×80 to 
12×256×256×104 (i.e., ~25 km and ~15 km horizontal resolution at the surface and CMB, 
respectively). The results of Case 4HR are the same as Case 4 except for minor differences, 
such as the lithospheric drip to the left side of stagnant slab at the northern Honshu. This 
resolution test verifies the robustness of our model results.  

 

 

  



Supplementary Table S1: Model parameters 

Parameters Value 

Earth’s radius, R 6370 km 
Mantle thickness, h 2870 km 
Mantle density, ρ 3300 kg/m3 
Gravitational acceleration, g 9.8 m/s2 
Thermal expansivity, αa 3 × 10-5 /K 
Reference temperature difference, ∆T 2500 K 
Thermal diffusivity, κa 10-6 m2/s 
Gas constant, Rgas 8.314 J/(K·mol) 
Spinel to post-spinel density change, ∆ρ1/ρ 8% 
Spinel to post-spinel phase change width, δ1 40 km 
Spinel to post-spinel phase change reference depth, d1 670 km 
Spinel to post-spinel phase change reference temperature, T1 1573 K 

aThermal expansivity decreases by a factor of 2.5 from surface to the CMB, while thermal 
diffusivity increases by a factor of 2.18 from surface to the CMB. 
  



Supplementary Table S2: Input parameters for different modelsa 

Model β γ (MPa/K) Ra SP-Reduction 

1 100 0 5×107 1 

2 100 -2.0 5×107 1 

3 100 -3.5 5×107 1 

4 100 -2.0 5×107 1000 

4HRb 100 -2.0 5×107 1000 

5 100 -2.0 5×107 100 

6 100 -2.0 5×107 3000 

7 100 -1.7 5×107 1000 

8 100 -1.7 5×107 3000 

9 100 -2.0 2×107 1000 

10 100 -2.0 108 1000 

11 30 -2.0 5×107 1000 

12 300 -2.0 5×107 1000 

aβ, γ, Ra, and SP-Reduction represent viscosity increase at the 670 km 
depth, Clapeyron slope (in MPa/K), Rayleigh number, and properties of 
the weak layer below the phase boundary, respectively. The value for SP-
Reduction represents the factor of viscosity reduction for the weak layer. 
When it is 1, no weak layer is present.  
bCase 4HR is identical to Case 4 except that the grid resolution is increased 
from 12×128×128×80 to 12×256×256×104 (i.e., ~25 km and ~15 km 
horizontal resolution at the surface and CMB, respectively).  
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